WHY INSPIRATION MATTERS

In a culture obsessed with measuring talent and ability, we often overlook the important role of inspiration. Inspiration awakens us to new possibilities by allowing us to transcend our ordinary experiences and limitations. Inspiration propels a person from apathy to possibility, and transforms the way we perceive our own capabilities. Inspiration may sometimes be overlooked because of its elusive nature. Its history of being treated as supernatural or divine hasn’t helped the situation. But as recent research shows, inspiration can be activated, captured, and manipulated, and it has a major effect on important life outcomes.
After much deliberation and review, Brown Middle School, has been declared a winner of the Employee Well-being Mini grant sponsored by W.K. Kellogg Foundation! Thank you so much for choosing BMS and we are honored to be one of the winners. The $1,000 grant funds will be posted to our school’s budget.
8 TIPS FOR ONLINE LEARNING

Written by Stephanie Becker

If this is your first experience with distance learning and you’re unsure of how to structure your days for success, as a parent, you’ll want to be active early on to make sure your child/student adopts good habits to succeed in online learning. Then, with the right routines established, you’ll know it’s working when your middle or high school student is working more and more independently. - Stephanie Becker

1. Be positive. | Thriving through a change is tough but doable with a positive attitude. A positive attitude about online learning is the best gift you can give yourself. Everything you learn, whether it’s your most favorite or least favorite subject, will help you grow as a person.

2. Get organized—and stay organized. | Creating an orderly learning space to do schoolwork will put you ahead of the game. Be sure you have room for your books, computer, pens, paper, and other supplies. Label folders to hold papers and notes for each subject. Go ahead and create electronic folders for each class on your computer and in your email program. If your virtual school provides an online planner, use it to schedule your personal appointments and create your “to do” list, with items ranked in order of urgency.

3. Establish a flexible routine. | While online school and blended learning school do give you a more flexible schedule, having a routine will help keep you on track with your schoolwork. It’s a good idea to find out when your teachers have their office hours, so you can arrange your schedule to overlap with when they are available. Naturally, you can vary your schedule when needed.

4. Set personal goals. | To make great things happen in your life, it helps to set goals for yourself. Think about what you’d like to accomplish, both short and long term. Is there a class you want to ace this semester? Maybe you want to get a certain grade point average or achieve a certain score on the SAT exams. Preparing for college and getting admission into a specific college might also be on your list. Be sure to put your goals in writing and post the list where you’ll see it often. - Stephanie Becker
5. Make the most of your resources. As an online or blended learning student, you have many helpful resources available. Naturally, your texts, the library, online instructional tools, and trusted websites come to mind. But don’t forget the many human resources you can use: parents, teachers, school counselors, and principals are great sources of information. A good rule of thumb is if you’ve been looking for an answer for more than five minutes, reach out for help!

6. Start on track and stay on track. It’s always better to be ahead than to be struggling at the last minute! Break down big projects into small, manageable parts—and give each one a deadline. Don’t drag your feet—make yourself do things on time and you’ll be better off in the long run.

7. Exercise with friends online. Middle and high school students will spend a lot of time online—completing lessons, chatting with peers, and touching base with their online teachers. So scheduling physical fitness into the day is also important. Physical exercise can boost mood, energy, and brainpower. Your student won’t even have to leave the living room with the many online exercise videos available on social channels like Instagram and YouTube.

8. Learn to deal with setbacks. Everyone has them! Every person who succeeds has had to struggle to get there. When you get a bad grade, have an argument with a friend, or experience other frustrations, realize that this is a learning experience. Talk to someone to get another point of view—you could be worried about something that’s pretty small in the long run. To move forward, you must take responsibility for what you’ve done (or not done) and decide to change your behavior in the future. Making a plan for achieving greater success in the future will help you build confidence too!
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ORDER MY MEALS
ATLANTA PUBLIC SCHOOLS #APS

All APS families must pre-order meals for each week through the MySchoolBucks online pre-order system. Those orders must be placed no later than one week before distribution. For example, for the five-day meal bag on Monday, September 7, your order must be placed no later than Monday, August 31.

Once in the pre-order system, you can select whether you will pick up the meals at one of the 12 school distribution sites listed above or if your meals should be delivered via one of the middle school bus routes identified. Families paying for meals will need to submit payment through the MySchoolBucks online payment system. Schools will not be collecting money for school meals.

THE PANDEMIC EBT SUPPLEMENTAL NUTRITION ASSISTANCE FORM

The Pandemic EBT Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Form is now available online. You will need your child's Georgia Testing Identification Number (GTID) to complete the application process. This number can be found in Parent Portal.

VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE INFORMATION - churches, societies, associations, and businesses.
BROWN MIDDLE SCHOOL TECHNOLOGY DISTRIBUTION

TOGETHER, NOTHING IS IMPOSSIBLE!

HTTPS://WWW.ATLANTAPUBLICSCHOOLS.US/BROWN

Friday, September 4, 2020
6th, 7th, & 8th Grades – 10:00 am – 12:00 pm #BULLDOGS

BROWN MIDDLE SCHOOL

#BrownM.S.